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Moderator Mike Lombardi: [My name is Mike …] … Lombardi and this is session number 2703 – I don’t know where we got 
these numbers – What do Actuaries Bring to Senior Management? Just a reminder, our expert panel will share their experiences 
as senior executives and actuaries. They will consider the benefits that actuarial training and experience bring to the senior 
executive role, and whether their successes as senior executives results from their actuarial training and experience, or in spite 
of it. They will also consider the benefits of continued active involvement in CIA activities and how this contributes to their 
effectiveness as senior executives.

Now when we put this session together we thought we’d be a little bit different than what you’re used to seeing. I think most of 
you have seen a panel discussion where one person speaks for 20 minutes and another person goes on for another 20 minutes, 
and we thought we’d vary it a bit. We’re going to have a little bit more like a TV interview style. I’m going to ask questions, 
one person and the other one will counter. Later on, if there are questions from the audience, I’ll take a break and we’ll take 
questions. I may roam around the audience with a roving microphone, if necessary, just so that we can get a feel for this. So, I 
may pick on you – so be prepared.

Now given the nature of this session, where we will talk about senior management and what the training brings, I thought it’d 
be more appropriate that I read out a fuller biography, rather than saying panelist A works at ABC Company and the other one 
works at XYZ. So, let me just read out a brief bio of first Dave and then Jim.

Dave Pelletier is President and CEO of RGA Life Reinsurance Company of Canada. His background is as follows: after several 
years with Manulife Financial during the 1970s, Mr. Pelletier moved to actuarial and management consulting with Towers Perrin 
in Canada, Latin America and Europe, during which he was responsible, at various times for its activities in Brazil, Argentina 
and Italy. Returning to Canada in 1991, he was managing principal for the Canadian life insurance consulting practice of Tilling-
hast Towers Perrin, and consulted actively to the life industry in mergers and acquisitions (M&A), financial reporting, product 
development and distribution. In 1995, he moved to RGA Life, where in 2003 he was appointed President and CEO. He has 
also travelled extensively, on behalf of RGA Canada’s parent company, to explore and support the development of reinsurance 
in foreign markets. 

Our other panelist is Jim Brierley. Jim Brierley is President of Munich Re Company, Canada Branch Life, and is Munich Re’s chief 
agent in Canada since 1998. He has been elected chairman of the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association Inc (CLHIA). 
A member of the CLHIA Board for three years, Mr. Brierley most recently served as chairman-elect, and as chair of the board’s 
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standing committee on government relations. Mr. Brierley joined Munich Re in 1976, and has been a member of its executive 
committee since 1981. He is also a member of Munich Re’s Global Life and Health Board of Management, an internal board that 
manages the company’s global life and health reinsurance operations. 

So, that’s our panel. And what I’m going to do is I’m going to ask questions and alternate, and we’ll see how it goes. This is 
an experiment. So, what I’ll do is I’ll start off with a number of questions. We’ll take a break about half-way, see if we get any 
audience participation. Depending how that goes, we may come back, and ask further questions, or we’ll just continue with 
questions from the floor. Alright, let’s give it a try. Panelists, are you all set?

Panelist James A. Brierley: You don’t sound very confident, Mike.

Moderator Lombardi: It’s an experiment. Okay, Jim, a question for you. When you think about yourself, and your current role, 
do you view yourself as an actuary who happens to apply useful management skills, or do you view yourself as a senior man-
ager who happens to apply useful actuarial skills? Or do you view yourself as something else? Or is it too simplistic to think in 
terms of these two alternatives?

Panelist Brierley: Could you repeat the question, Mike? [Laughter.] No, I’m just kidding, Mike, it’s okay. I guess I probably think 
of myself in many different ways, and certainly an actuary is one of them, but by no means would it be the dominant role of 
my current position. In my view, the most important role for a CEO is to act as a leader. And that encompasses many things: a 
strategist, a planner, a personal coach, the public face of the company, many, many, many different things. And, in almost every 
role though that you have to perform as a CEO, I find being an actuary is of huge benefit.

Probably, of the two most important areas, the first would be that as an actuary I have a better handle on the risks that we’ve 
got, and the risk management process in my company, than it would have if I wasn’t an actuary. (Though I think maybe I don’t 
understand it as well as I would have liked to after listening to the session this morning on risk management.) [Refer to PD 
1602 “Current Trends in Risk Management for Life Insurance Companies.”] And that’s a huge benefit, being able to sleep a little 
easier at night knowing I do understand the process, and that the risks that we run are managed in a way that keeps our com-
pany safe and sound. And the other is then being able to explain the various financial reporting environments that especially an 
international company is involved with. Understanding what Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) is, 
and US GAAP, and international accounting standards. Knowing how they relate to each other. Understanding it first, and then 
being able to explain those results is very important for a senior executive. As well as the various solvency regimes that we’re 
subjected to. And more recently, especially in Europe, embedded value is a very important subject that senior management must 
address with analysts and shareholders. Not understanding that would make my job a whole lot tougher.

Moderator Lombardi: Thank you. Dave, would you like to add anything to that response? How would you respond?

Panelist Dave Pelletier: First of all, I wouldn’t disagree with anything Jim said on that one – that’ll come later. [Laughter.] But 
I think how I see myself I think is mostly as a business person, rather than as an actuary or manager. At the end of the day, as 
business people, we need to be focusing on helping – in our case it’s reinsurers – our client companies meet their needs and 
objectives. Or in the case of consultants or large insurance firms, once again, meeting the needs of clients. And I think a role of 
a CEO then is keeping that in mind. And also then facilitating, in every way possible, the jobs of our employees in order to be 
able to best do that. So, again, focus always on the client, and on helping develop our employees to help them make their lives 
easier, and more effective, as they help their clients achieve what they’re trying to do. So, I’m hoping as actuaries that we are 
able to best do that. But unless we put our focus on the client, we’re not really doing our job as an actuary or as a manager.

Moderator Lombardi: Thank you, Dave. We’ll come back to this question later on. The next question is for you, again, Dave. 
Considering the profession as a whole, do you think the image and reputation of actuaries over the last ten to 20 years has been 
improving, declining, about the same, or does it really depend on geography and practice area?

Panelist Pelletier: Okay. Now, this one I have no idea how Jim feels, so we’ll see if he agrees with me or not. First of all, I’d say 
I am generally positive on the profession. I think a lot about it. I’ve worked hard with the profession, but I am concerned that if 
anything, in answering Mike’s question, things have declined over the last several years. I’d say, in general, we need to be train-
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ing two generalized types of people. One would be actuaries that are, in fact, highly, highly technical, and the other would be 
actuaries that are extremely good as business people and as communicators. And I feel, in both cases, maybe we’re falling back 
a bit. In the area of highly, highly technical, we’re probably not as good as we should be in things like stochastic analysis, and 
some of the risk management things that were dealt with in the session earlier today. You know, we’re somewhat too focused 
still I think on analyzing the expected value of something rather than the risks in the tails, and the variance in the tail. And so, I 
think, we’re not as good technically as we should be. And in terms of management and communications, business orientation, 
and that sort of thing, again on that front I think we’re losing out too much to MBAs, and so on. And so I think we need to – it 
sounds almost contradictory – focus both more on being good technicians and leading edge technicians, but also being really 
good business people, really good communicators. So, I think in both senses, we lost a bit in the last few years.

Moderator Lombardi: Jim, do you have views similar or otherwise?

Panelist Brierley: Actually, I approached this question different than David, and with the last question I wouldn’t disagree with 
anything Dave said.

Panelist Pelletier: Except later...

Panelist Brierley: Well, we’ll see about that. I looked at this more about what was happening in the profession in various 
countries around the world. And, in considering that question, the actuarial profession falls into kind of one of two groups, 
depending on where you are. One’s a rule-based system and one’s a principle-based system. In the United States it’s basically 
a rule-based system where when you sign a statement you say I’ve followed the rules. In Canada, and the UK, and Australia, 
and a number of other countries it’s a principle-based system. You sign a statement saying in my professional opinion this is 
the correct answer. And in determining whether the profession’s moving forward, or back, I think in the United States and 
other rule-based systems they’re not moving forward and they’re not moving back. I don’t think in a rule-based system that a 
professional really gets to add much value, and therefore the rule becomes a static one over time. Hence the role of actuaries in 
the United States has not really changed, and I can’t see it changing for some time in the future. And I think, maybe, that’s why 
Americans are spending so much time trying to make the tent bigger and get out of our traditional roles because it’s difficult 
for them to see those roles progressing.

Now, I’m not necessarily saying a principle-based system is better, because it has risks and rewards. In the UK, they were the 
first to have an appointed actuary system where you signed as a professional, and had a statutory responsibility to the public, 
which is wonderful for the profession – as it is here in Canada – but they didn’t protect it! They didn’t take care of it, and they 
didn’t realize that if you’re going to be given that public responsibility then you have to answer to the public. They didn’t have 
the standards of practice, and they didn’t have a system of controls to make sure those standards of practice were put into ef-
fect. I think we did a little better here in Canada, in terms of writing standards of practice and peer review, and that allowed our 
profession to move forward here, whereas we’ll hear later with some of the other sessions, it’s moving backward very quickly 
in the UK.

So, I’m optimistic about those countries that are prepared to have a principle-based system, and less so with a rule-based sys-
tem. But a principle-based system must be protected. And as professionals we have to understand that the only reason we have 
those freedoms, and those rights, is because the public expects us to protect them. And, so that’s a challenge to the professional 
for the future.

Moderator Lombardi: Thank you.

[All of the questions and comments from the audience were off mike for this session, and therefore not available for transcription 
in their entirety in every case. At this point, a question was asked by an unidentified speaker in the audience of Panelist Brierley 
dealing with recent developments in the US, and the growing use of stochastic modeling techniques there.]

Panelist Brierley: Not that there’s nothing happening in the US, but I don’t think they’re going, in the foreseeable future to move 
to a principle-based system where the actuary has the same kind of freedom and responsibility to the public that they have here. 
There may be specific calculations, but I think we’ll find rules to control those calculations as well.
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Panelist Pelletier: Although, actually on that note, it is interesting that I was over at the international actuarial meeting in Rome a 
week or two ago, and the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) for the first time is appearing to demonstrate 
genuine interest in a genuine principle-based approach in more of what they do. And so, in fact, I would have said exactly what 
Jim said – up until two weeks ago. But there now appears to be a genuine opening of the mind, and they’re actually looking 
for some of what Canada has done. And they’re talking to some of the representatives of the Canadian regulator – with Allan 
Brender. And so, for the first time, I was seeing that they may actually begin to swing more in our direction, which is terrific.

Unidentified Speaker: As a business person, how do you go about assembling your actuarial team? What type of qualities are 
you looking for that may counterbalance what your own strengths and weaknesses are?

Moderator Lombardi: That’s our next question. Now, if you could hold that thought – if we don’t ask it in the next batch of 
questions – then we’ll come back to that. Okay, the next set of questions have to do with the education and training of actuaries. 
Jim and Dave, you’ve both been through the actuarial education system, right? And although things have changed since many 
of us wrote these exams, it’s still pretty much a self-study system. We focus on technical topics, with emphasis on traditional 
pension and insurance fields of practice. So, as senior managers and employers, what are your views on the following. I’m going 
to list four questions. I’m going to do the first two, and then do the next two later on. So, what are your views on the following: 
the time to qualify compared to other professionals, and the continued relevance of a largely self-study approach? Dave, can 
you take those two first?

Panelist Pelletier: Okay. I continue to think the time to take to get qualifications is simply too long. And I think there’s a real 
problem relative to other professions in that the other professions – engineers, lawyers, doctors, pharmacists, architects, just 
about everybody you think – make much more extensive use of universities than we do, and as a result people are much farther 
along in their career development by the time they get out of school than we are. And so I think we can attract better people in 
the profession and get them on their way much more quickly, have them contributing more quickly to their companies, if we 
make more use of the university systems. I’m a huge believer in the move that’s taking place now to see what should be done to 
accelerate the system. So, again, continued relevance of a largely self-study approach – well, I can partially answer that – more 
use of universities, yes. Towards the end we want to have a high standard for people getting in – clearly we do – but I agree 
there should be more focus on universities, more work in groups as well – a university type approach – with more team work, 
and that sort of thing, would be very useful. Much better than the isolated self-study for many, many years approach that we 
have now.

Panelist Brierley: I agree with most of what Dave has said. I’m not quite as concerned about the length of time it takes to qualify. 
I think actuaries do have advantages as students over some of the other professions. Certainly, actuarial students are paid better, 
their work environment is better than articling lawyers, or interning doctors, where the travel time is almost as long as it is in 
the actuarial profession. But articling lawyers and interns don’t make the same kind of money actuarial students do, and they 
don’t get the same status in their organizations that actuarial students do. So, I think there’s a bit of a trade-off there.

I couldn’t agree more with Dave in terms of supporting our universities, and allowing them to credit at least the early exams. The 
universities are under more and more pressure now with budgets. If you’re on the board of governors of a university, if you have 
to decide where those funds go, and you have a number of professional programs, you’re going to support those professional 
programs that are accredited by the profession, first. And it’s becoming more and more difficult for the actuarial programs in 
Canadian universities to get the funding they need to continue those programs. I think it’s up to the profession to step in, and 
do their part to support those programs. Where would we be without schools like Manitoba, Waterloo and Laval recruiting the 
bulk of our young professionals? We can’t allow those programs to suffer or to disappear. And so I think it’s very important that 
we find some way to accredit them.

Moderator Lombardi: Okay, same question. What are your views, Jim, on the depth of coverage of traditional versus non-tra-
ditional fields, and the market pressures to reduce employer investment in the basic development of actuaries?

Panelist Brierley: I think our education system needs to be focused more on basic actuarial risk principles, and we talked 
about it earlier with the stochastic modeling and looking at the risk in the tail. Certainly, when I went through the exams – and 
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I assume it’s not too much different now – there was a tremendous amount of detail associated with our traditional fields of 
insurance and pension work. And those details, they change, they change very quickly, but the principles don’t. And if we teach 
our young actuaries principles, they’ll be able to apply those principles in a number of different industries. So, I think we’re 
better served in our traditional industries, as well as new fields for actuaries, by spending more time on principles than detailed 
memorization of current rules or current procedures. As far as reducing support for actuarial education is concerned, that’s not 
the case in my company, and I’d be surprised if it was the case in Dave’s. Actuaries are the life blood of reinsurance companies. 
Having good actuaries, and getting them through the program as quickly as possible, is very important from our corporate point 
of view. Having actuaries loyal to our company is very important, so we want to do everything we can to support their career 
development. I take it this is happening in other companies, or you wouldn’t have asked the question, Mike.

Moderator Lombardi: That’s correct. I was going to jump in and say, if we focus on broader employer …

Panelist Brierley: I think those companies that are doing that are making a mistake. I think it’s short-term gain for long-term 
pain. I’m very bullish on the actuarial profession, I think we have a tremendous amount to bring to whatever industries we’re 
working in. You don’t serve your organization well by not building loyalty in your bright, young actuarial students.

Panelist Pelletier: I think, in the interest of getting to the kind of question Grant raised, I basically agree with everything Jim 
said there as well.

Moderator Lombardi: Okay, go ahead.

Unidentified Speaker: [A portion of the session recording, specifically the preamble to a supplementary question, was unavail-
able for transcription.] The answer was really about the technical side of the actuarial exams. Do you feel that the exam process 
builds up more management skills as opposed to just technical skills at the heart of the educational process?

Panelist Pelletier: Good question. I’m not sure if that should be the case whether there should be more burden on people to 
take those kinds of management courses somewhere else, rather than through the profession. I think more actuaries need to 
take them, not just management, but also communication and developing a business perspective on things, rather merely a 
technical analyst. But the more we spend on the development of the actuary on the technical side – whether it’s done by us 
or by the Society – maybe there is less room for some of the other stuff that you mentioned. So, I’m not sure which is the best 
place to do it. But, I think maybe the actuary needs more of it, but it could be a requirement that he do it elsewhere, rather than 
through the Society or the CIA itself.

Panelist Brierley: We’re actually going to come to this question next. I did want to add, I think if we’re looking at a principle-
based education, as opposed to rule-based we’ll start to get into more business thinking – and common business sense – if you’re 
looking at principles instead of just memorizing what the current rules are.

Moderator Lombardi: Okay, now for the big question. It’s big because it has 12 items, so we’re going to chunk it up into various 
categories. Anyway, let me read out the introduction to the question so you know what’s being answered. And, Grant, if your 
question hasn’t been answered by the end of the responses, feel free to jump in.

Let’s talk about your views on success criteria. Can you give us your views on the relevance or importance to success of each 
of the following, and your views on how well the average actuary measures up. We’ll do this in groups. I will read out some 
characteristics to one of you, give me your comments and the other will follow up with any additions. So, we’ll start with Jim. 
The first three are: technical skills, understanding the financial environment, and how the insurance industry functions.

Panelist Brierley: Thanks, Mike. Technical skills, well I guess that’s the foundation of our profession, it’s what the majority 
of our education is focused on. I’d have to say, virtually all actuaries I know, at least in terms of the technical rules when they 
qualify, are very well versed and very well educated. Early on in their careers they use those skills, and that knowledge, but I 
think as you develop through organizations not that many actuaries continue to have a purely technical role. And so, in terms 
of education, maybe we’re not supporting them as much as we need to do for other things.
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The second was understanding the financial reporting environment. I think this is absolutely vital in today’s world. It certainly 
wasn’t when I qualified. Actuaries, through training, or maybe it’s just the way we think – or are forced to think because of our 
roles – tend to think much more in a balance sheet approach than the income statement approach. Whereas accountants are the 
other way around – they’re focused much more on the income statement than the balance sheet. And today’s world is an income 
statement world – other than the regulatory regimes around capital requirements. But there’s far more pressure on management 
to disclose earnings, disclose earnings much more often, and disclose what’s behind those earnings. The accounting standards 
themselves are being constantly refined around the globe. And understanding the financial reporting environments, not just 
maybe your local environment, I think is absolutely vital whether you’re designing products or managing the underwriting 
department, or certainly on the corporate actuarial side. No matter what role actuaries take in companies, understanding the 
importance of the income statement, how it’s produced and what’s there – and what’s not there – is vital. And how the insur-
ance industry functions is basically the same point. I also add maybe that it’s very important to understand financial markets 
as well as the insurance markets. To know how they function, and have a solid understanding, so that we know all the factors 
that are impacting our work.

Moderator Lombardi: Dave, any thoughts?

Panelist Pelletier: I guess on the first one you asked about technical skills. A lot of actuaries are quite technical, but I guess I 
have three comments I’d make on that. First of all, I agree with what was said about focus on principles. It’s absolutely so im-
portant to focus on underlying principles rather than learning the rules. Too often, this stuff is seen as often more of an approach 
where the rules says this therefore I have to do this instead of understanding what’s underlying the reason for something. It is 
absolutely vital more of us need to do that more often.

The second comment, or example, would be things like using AXIS – and I’m a huge fan of AXIS. It’s a wonderful system and 
everyone uses it, or at least their companies use it, at least on the insurance side. But, boy, the concern I have when the stuff gets 
pumped out of AXIS, and dumped on somebody else’s desk, and they say, “Here it is.” One can sometimes look at that output 
for about five seconds – or maybe a fifth of a second – and say, “No, do it again.” And there needs to be such an understanding 
as to what the numbers are – why they are – not just that we push a button on the computer. So, I think, too often now, we see 
a “if the computer says it, it must be right” attitude.

The third point I’d make was a bit tied to the one I made earlier that, yes, there’s a lot of good technical actuaries, but are we 
leading edge technical actuaries? Not all of us need be, but there needs to be a strong group of actuaries that are absolutely 
leading edge in the areas of risk management – really understanding the underpinning of what this is all about. It’s not like the 
old days of commutation columns. It’s a very different world. 

Moderator Lombardi: A lot of them don’t remember commutation functions!

Panelist Pelletier: I absolutely agree with the other comments Jim made on the financial reporting, and insurance industry 
functions.

Moderator Lombardi: Turning to the other side of the technical spectrum, some softer skills are probably important as well. 
Dave, what are your views on business acumen, communication skills, and cooperation and team work?

Panelist Pelletier: Okay, well first of all the business acumen ties a lot with what Jim was saying on the previous two points. I 
think it’s absolutely critical, and, you know, it’s not enough to be a technical actuary that just understands or does the work on 
something, without the understanding of the environment in which they’re doing it, the ultimate purpose is going to be put 
forth. Making sure they communicate that to other people in your organization, that are communicating in a way that starts 
from where the recipient of the information is – not starting where they are. So, the person receiving the information is able 
to start from where they are, understand what’s being fed to them, and begin to act on it, rather than being presented with a 
spreadsheet and told that the solution is obvious. The understanding of how something is being used, and where it’s going to 
be used, and why, is essential. We need people that think that way and make that part of their everyday work.
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So, again, it gets back to communication skills. To be able to clearly express what one believes, but from the perspective of not 
just where one stands, but also from the perspective of the recipient. Communication skills also involve listening skills which 
involve not just the inward communication, but the outward communication. And often that’s the most important thing. There’s 
a lot of people that end up thinking that when they’re out there selling – trying to sell reinsurance, or selling a consulting job, or 
whatever – the most important thing they think they’ve got to do is demonstrate they know everything, and they’re really good 
at something, and they have all the answers – and that’s completely wrong! The person who will often get the job is the one that 
asks the best questions, and the one that lets the potential client talk to them. And as the client talks, get a better understanding 
of where they’re coming from and what their needs are and how they can tailor what they’re doing to fit the client needs. And, 
so again, both inward and outward communications are absolutely critical for success in the kind of roles that we have.

Cooperation and teamwork is clearly very important, as well, and not something you can teach. It’s something that will come 
onto a later bullet down below, in Mike’s list here, where I think, in fact, experience in the CIA, committee work and that sort of 
thing, can help you develop a sense of cooperation and team work in an environment other than sort of a top-down hierarchal 
environment. Because, in an association, you’re very much a bunch of peers. There’s no position power in an organization like 
that. And that’s an excellent place to practice your teamwork skills and that sort of thing. And so, I think, that’s one example 
where it can be used very effectively. But, certainly, in large organizations, as well, people aren’t in silos, they work with a lot 
of other people, and the importance of having the right attitude, the right spirit, as they work with people in a supportive role 
is critical.

Panelist Brierley: I agree with everything Dave said, but maybe I’ll address part of your question is how are we doing in these 
things. I would say that it’s an individual item. Some actuaries have good communication skills, some actuaries do understand 
the value of listening. Some actuaries have very strong street smarts, and business skills, and are great team players – and others 
aren’t. If I had to generalize – and it’s always a dangerous thing to do – I would say from what I’ve seen, the younger actuaries 
coming into the profession have more of these skills than my generation of actuaries. I think it’s a tougher world now than it 
was when we graduated. We were virtually guaranteed jobs and, in fact, we had lots of jobs we could choose from. The world’s 
more difficult now, and I think the younger people who are joining our profession have had a harder row to hoe to get there. 
They have had to understand the basic business principles, in order to be successful. So, that may not be because the profession 
has done a good job of teaching these skills, but I think for one reason or another younger actuaries have more of them.

Moderator Lombardi: Okay. Jim, some even more intangible qualities that you can comment on, the following three: integrity, 
empathy, and understanding of human nature.

Panelist Brierley: Well, we’re really getting into the soft skills now. But in terms of personal qualities, the one thing that I demand 
of all the employees in our company is integrity – especially in the case of actuaries. I can’t emphasize the importance of integ-
rity too much in a professional environment – especially an actuarial environment. It’s a very thin line between the assumption 
that’s aggressive enough so that you can be competitive, or that you’re not deferring income into future accounting periods, and 
crossing that line into dangerous assumptions, or recognizing too much revenue in the current accounting period. And it takes 
someone of not only great skill and experience, but also great personal integrity, to find that right balance where the company 
is protected, but the company is still able to operate in the marketplace. And sometimes you can’t. Sometimes you need the 
actuary to say to you, “We can’t be in that market, it’s just too hot for us.” I need to know I can trust what my actuaries tell me. 
And I also need to know that my clients can trust what my actuaries tell them. And I think it’s something we should never lose 
sight of is our own personal integrity, and how important that is as we act as professionals.

Empathy’s another one that’s important, probably more so in a sales role if your client is reinsurance than some other areas. But 
business is about dealing with people, and you really can’t deal with people effectively unless you can understand where they’re 
coming from, and the issues that they’re trying to deal with. And if you’re trying to communicate with someone and you can’t 
put yourself in their shoes, and understand their concerns and their issues, you’re not going to be an effective communicator, 
you’re not going to effectively be able to work whether it be in a team, or in a client-supplier relationship, or superior-subordinate 
relationship. So, I think developing a good sense of empathy is important.
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And the last point, I think, was understanding human nature, it’s the same as empathy. You’ve got to be able to understand 
the people you’re dealing with, what kind of reactions you’re going to get, what’s the reaction of the policyholder going to be 
in certain environments, what’s the reaction of the field going to be to certain announcements. You need to be able to predict 
policyholder and field behaviour, and understanding human nature can certainly help there.

Moderator Lombardi: Okay, Dave?

Panelist Pelletier: Certainly, on integrity, I agree with everything Jim just said. The area of empathy is an interesting one, and 
as Jim said it’s relevant both in the sales process and also in dealing with employees and management, and so on. For some 
reason, this is something that has always come easier to me on the sales side, it seems very natural and I like it a lot. Where with 
some people it doesn’t come as quickly, or as easily, and it’s something that to be a good manager one has to develop that side 
of oneself. And that’s something clearly that doing a lot of self-study doesn’t tend to do. But that’s something that all of us need 
to develop, if you want to get into senior management positions. This is tied into a comment I’ll make again later, about the 
value of CIA experience. I suspect that Jim feels he’s a better president at Munich mainly because of his experience as President 
of the CIA. I know I’m a better president at RGA largely because of my experiences as President of the CIA. And part of that is 
dealing with a bunch of people, again, in a position where a position of power is worth nothing. So, in fact, over the years that 
helped me a lot within RGA to become more adept at understanding better where employees are coming from, and deal with 
them in a more effective fashion.

Moderator Lombardi: Okay. The last batch – and Dave you’re going to not be able to say we’ll come to this later – long-term 
thinking, knowledge of individuals’ personal strengths and weaknesses, and the value of CIA experience.

Panelist Pelletier: Well, long-term thinking in our work is absolutely critical. If we’re not bringing long-term thinking, who is, to 
the kind of issues that we deal with? And we’re all in long-term businesses, and that’s true of the pension people, the life people 
– I guess the P&C people not quite as much. But certainly for the rest of us it’s implicit in everything we do. And we need that 
perspective. Not just what’s the impact right now, but what what’s this going to look like 5, 10, 20 years from now.

Regarding knowledge of individuals in terms of strengths and weaknesses, I guess you’re dealing with the individuals themselves 
rather than the “other”. I’d say that’s very important, as well again, for a sales type or a manager type. Tending to understand 
one’s weaknesses, maybe, is more important than one’s strengths. Understanding what kinds of reactions one might have, what 
might happen – and they may not be the most positive ones – and finding in advance how to manage that kind of reaction. In 
fact, practicing developing a good reaction instead of a bad one – one can do that better if one acknowledges one’s own weak-
nesses.

The value of CIA experience. I’ve said it a couple of times already, but I couldn’t emphasize enough the value of that. And 
that’s true, not just for someone getting into senior management, but in anything we do. It’s work on committees, whether 
chairing or a member of a committee, it’s introducing you to a bunch of different kinds of problems, different kinds of issues, 
not necessarily technical ones but other kinds of problems, dealing with a different bunch of people with a different bunch of 
perspectives, communicating with them in different ways and doing team work in a different way. It only makes one richer as 
a result. And any time you then are tackling a problem in a business environment, you just have a wider range of experience 
to draw on, and so that makes you a much better – whether it be professional, salesman, manager or a consultant – it can only 
strengthen you in doing that.

Panelist Brierley: I’m going to deal with them in a different order, though. Because I feel so strongly that Dave’s dead on in terms 
of CIA experience, I just have to address it right now. He’s absolutely right. I think I’m a far better president of my company 
than I would have been without the experience in the CIA. It helps teach you leadership. If you can lead a Council or a Board of 
Directors where there really isn’t any power structure at all, if you can forge consensus, and make things happen in that kind of 
environment, and lead and create a vision – where they don’t have to follow if they don’t want to – that’s a tremendous educa-
tion for any senior executive. The Committee work it keeps you up to date on what’s happening technically that you can’t get 
any other way after you’ve qualified. It gives you a network of fellow professionals that you can rely on, and get support from. 
It teaches you cooperation, team spirit, I just can’t say enough about the time I spent with the CIA. At the time I thought I was 
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volunteering my time, I didn’t realize how much I was getting back – but I was getting far more back than I actually ever put 
in. And I think we should be encouraging our new Fellows as quickly as possible to get involved in CIA activities, or CLHIA 
activities, you can get a lot of the same things there. But to encourage this kind of networking and this kind of volunteer work 
helps you build a lot of the soft skills that are very hard to put on a syllabus, very hard to examine. Exposing young actuaries to 
situations where they can develop those skills, or see others using the skills and learn from them, I think is very important.

On long-term thinking, well, Dave is absolutely right. If we’re not the conscience of the industry, no one else is going to be. And 
as senior managers we have to look to our actuaries to be that conscience.

And knowledge of individuals’ personal strengths and weaknesses, I think this is vital, We’ve talked about a lot of skills here and 
we’re at the end of the list, but no one has all of these skills – certainly not in spades. And the wise manager or executive sur-
rounds himself with people who has the skills they don’t have. Instead of looking for people who are like you – you say, “Well, 
that guy’s smart because he agrees with me on that issue” – you want people who don’t agree with you, who look at things from 
a different perspective, and have the skill sets that you don’t have – that complement you. And you really have to understand 
your own skill set before you can even build the team around yourself. 

Moderator Lombardi: Dave, I’m not sure we answered this question already. If we have, or you want to comment on it some 
more, let me know. Coming back to the syllabus, are these skills, the ones we talked about, capable of being taught or is it more 
the case that some people are born with an actuarial talent while others are not? Are there any skills or topics not taught that 
should be emphasized much more or less?

Panelist Pelletier: Well, clearly, some people are born more with a natural ability to talk, and express themselves, than others. 
And that’s clear. But, I’d say almost everything or most of the things we’ve been talking about, I don’t think these things can be 
taught – but they can certainly be experienced. People can develop over time. Simple things like, well for example, like joining 
Toastmasters International, or the equivalent they have in some insurance companies – I did that when I was with Manulife 
many years ago – a tremendous experience. At a couple of the consulting firms – I guess with Towers Perrin – a couple of excel-
lent courses on selling skills and consulting skills. So, again, one doesn’t have to be a natural at selling, but if you’re going to do 
something like that, you can learn a lot of the techniques and after a while make them part of yourself. I’d say the main way is 
by widening your range of experience you have yourself. It’s just doing more, and more different kinds of things, and as you do 
those things always trying to learn from them. And as you do that then in future you’ll have a wider range of personal experiences 
to draw on as you do whatever you’re doing. So, I think again, some talents are more natural to some than others, but through 
some work, and effort, and thought, most people are able to develop some of the skills that they didn’t know they had.

Panelist Brierley: I agree.

Moderator Lombardi: Now, here’s a question that is kind of interesting. I’d like the audience to think about this, too. Given 
everything that’s going on, would you advise your kids, or someone else’s kids, to become actuaries in future? Jim, you wanted 
to lead off on this one with some views – maybe indirectly leading to other comments?

Panelist Brierley: I do worry about the future of our profession. And so when I saw this question that Mike put on the initial 
list, it really gave me pause. I guess as a Past President I almost feel like it’s my professional duty to say, “Of course I’d want my 
kids to be actuaries.” And I was a little jealous of Mo Chambers having his second son qualifying today – I think that’s great 
Mo. But the reason I paused is I wonder what future we have with defined benefit plans shrinking, and consolidation of the 
insurance industry. Are there going to be jobs for actuaries in the future? And I’m very concerned about the desire that we 
have as actuaries to create what we call hyphenated actuaries – pension actuaries, pricing actuaries, corporate actuaries, P&C 
actuaries – and the latest one is the practice certificate actuary. And I think we’re already marginalized in pension and insur-
ance industry, and for there to be a healthy future for our profession in the future we have to be more generalist. We have to 
understand the basic risk principles and be able to apply it in many different industries. And if we can do that, if we can stop 
trying to put ourselves into these very small marginalized buckets – hyphenating the term “actuary” – then I think we do have 
a bright future. But I think as long as we continue to build these silos, and don’t see ourselves as risk managers, and all as one 
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actuarial community, I’m afraid that we’re going to end up being marginalized. We’re going to lose out to other professions in 
the battle for jobs in the future.

Moderator Lombardi: Dave, any comments?

Panelist Pelletier: Yes, I’d agree with most of what Jim said, and I detect sort of a concern on Jim’s part about practice certificate 
actuaries. He and I may disagree a little bit there. I used to be opposed to the concept. I’ve changed, myself, from insurance 
to pensions to insurance to reinsurance over my career, so I clearly have liked doing a variety of things. And these practice 
certificates may make it more difficult. But I think we’ve come to the point where it may be a necessary evil. So, at this point, 
I kind of support that notion. But at the same time, I agree with everything Jim said about getting to the principles of things, 
understanding basic principles of risk management, and being able to generalize them into the different fields in which we 
work. And, you know, I’m very hopeful in the future that if this practice certificate concept becomes more common that it will 
not prevent the kind of mobility that I think the profession is richer for. So, people do generally think of themselves and act as 
actuaries, not merely as what Jim calls a hyphenated actuary. I’ll leave it at that.

Panelist Brierley: Well, now I have to tell you what I think of the practice certificates. I just think they’re a false sense of security. 
That if you read certain papers, and go to certain sessions, all of a sudden you’re qualified to be an appointed actuary. I think the 
one thing that qualifies you to be an appointed actuary is our Rule of Conduct that says you only can do work you’re qualified 
to do – and that’s at the heart of being a professional. And that’s how I see us as a profession. And I would expect every member 
of the Institute to only do actuarial work when they personally feel completely qualified to do so. I know there’s been cases 
where when we’ve had to use the discipline process to deal with them, but that’s the place to deal with them. Not writing a rule 
that people can hide behind, and gives both the regulators and the professionals a false sense of security. We have the rule, we 
need to enforce it. We need to impress upon every actuary in the Canadian profession how important I think it’s Rule 2 – but 
whatever number it is – that says you only do work that you’re qualified to do is. If we stand behind that and make sure that that 
rule’s followed, there’s no need for this. and if the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) is complaining 
that there’s people out there who aren’t qualified, then let them bring them in front of the discipline committee. Or, actually, the 
Superintendent of Financial Institutions has the power to remove an appointed actuary if he doesn’t think he’s qualified – so, 
let him use his power. But I don’t think we should be sidetracked from thinking of ourselves as true professionals, and having 
the rules that allow that to be the case.

Moderator Lombardi: Well, Jim, this is an interesting point. We’re going to take a break, and take questions from the floor. So, 
if any of you have any burning questions or thoughts or comments you’d like to express on the topics we’ve covered so far, feel 
free to come up and use the microphone.

Mr. Morris W. Chambers: Actually, I don’t have a question. [Laughter.] I have a follow up comment to Jim’s reflection on practice 
certificates. I think Dave makes a good point that it may at this stage be a necessary evil. I’m disappointed by that, but I think Jim 
throughout his discussion has cited the real danger of the practice certificate because he focused initially on a principle-based 
profession. And the practice certificate strikes me as being a real sink hole, not just from the standpoint of those who hold it, 
following rules, but those who administer the practice certificates, creating a set of rules by which they can determine who is 
going to get the certificate. That’s the real danger.

Moderator Lombardi: Thank you, Mo. Anyone else?

Unidentified Speaker: I’m just interested in your view about how we develop actuaries. You talked a lot about non-technical 
skills that actuaries need to be successful in the future, a lot about communication, and things like that. I think on the technical 
side, you said universities have done a good job. We have to rely even more on universities. How do we develop the other side 
of it, the non-technical side? Is it up to the individuals to take it on themselves to determine what they need to do, is it up to 
the corporations for developing actuaries within the corporation, or does the CIA play a role in that?

Panelist Pelletier: Okay, I guess there’s three aspects to my answer. I think, first of all, it should be up partially to the individual 
himself. You know, when you’re throwing a bunch of courses at people, well, they can take courses and pass the course but not 
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really gain anything from it. I think it’s up to one’s self to get the most that they can out of whatever courses or life experiences 
they have. So, I think, it should be largely one’s self. But secondly, I think it would be a mistake for the CIA or the Society to be 
offering courses along these lines. Now maybe they should be requiring them, but requiring that the candidates coming through 
take them from a place better qualified to give them. I mean there are various Institutes that offer management development 
courses. Universities themselves and the business schools have courses like that. So, there could be, say, a list of approved courses 
or suggestions for courses or something and perhaps it could be a requirement that a student actually have done these things 
before getting an FCIA, perhaps. Or, perhaps, made part of continuing education. But I don’t think it’s a strength of the CIA, 
or the Society of Actuaries, or the Casualty Actuarial Society, to be doing that sort of thing themselves. And universities have a 
role in that too – in that they do some of that. But at the end of the day, again I think it’s the individual. The profession that may 
have certain requirements, but it shouldn’t get involved in delivering them ourselves. There are better people there to do that.

Panelist Brierley: I have a slightly different take on it. Your question was should it be the individual, should it be corpora-
tions, should it be the CIA. And I would say it’s all three, that as individual professionals we have a responsibility to help train 
ourselves, and fill in the weaknesses that we have. Corporations have a responsibility to train their young employees in what 
they want them trained in or need them trained in. And I think the CIA needs to play a role as well. But I think the CIA does 
a pretty good job. Not formally in terms of saying we’re going to do this so actuaries can be trained, it’s just having a volunteer 
structure with very active committees, and many volunteers. A much higher percentage of actuaries volunteer for professional 
work than almost any other profession – maybe any other profession. So, this very active professional environment allows 
actuaries to come in and learn a lot of these soft skills that Dave was talking about earlier. So, I think the profession’s kind of 
doing its job – maybe by accident, but it’s doing its job there. And I don’t think that we need to have rules around what soft 
skills you need to be an actuary. Because the soft skills are different depending on what job you’re in, and depending on what 
your own personal strengths and weaknesses already are. I think that’s very much an individual thing, and people should be 
aware of their strengths and weaknesses, and work on their education accordingly.

Panelist Pelletier: If I could make one comment. One thing that Jim mentioned, that I forgot, was the fact of corporations, and 
I fully agree with Jim. I mean a corporation is crazy if it’s not investing something in the training of its people. And so I think 
that is an absolutely key part for those people who work with corporations.

Moderator Lombardi: Thank you. Another question from the floor.

Unidentified Speaker: Just as you transitioned from being an actuary to a business leader, how often did you find yourself falling 
back into the role of actuary, and how would you recommend to someone who is going through that process? What are some 
of the pitfalls they may find?

Panelist Brierley: I found myself doing it quite a bit in terms of the appointed actuary role and the financial reporting side, 
but that was very important to me in my work with the CIA, and that was hard to let go. But you just have to recognize, as a 
manager, if you’re empathetic or understand your people at all, you know that if they’ve been promoted into your old job, they 
want to do it! So, as much as you, emotionally might want to roll your sleeves up, and go back and help out, you do have to let 
your successor have the room and scope that they need. And be there when they need your help, not when you want to give it 
to them. This is all part of human nature to be good people.

Panelist Pelletier: I guess I’d add a key part, as well, is to have really good people coming up behind you. That makes it an 
awful lot easier. Making sure you recruited well over the years – it’s going to make your job a lot easier. But another way to do it 
actually to help to force the transition is become CIA President because then there’s no time anyway. [Laughter.] It forces others 
around you to step up. In fact, it worked tremendously well for me, and I imagine it did in Jim’s company as well. But I guess 
it’s also necessary to sometimes bite your tongue. You know, to not micro-manage. When you’re copied on an e-mail, to resist 
the tendency to respond, and let the others jump in first. Because if you don’t, if you’re always the first in, if you’re always go-
ing to make the tough comment – right away – well, then the others aren’t developing. And they may develop into a situation 
where, “Well, let’s wait until we see what he says” happens. Well, no, you want them to be coming forth. So, I think biting your 
tongue is maybe one of the things you have to do.
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Moderator Lombardi: Are there any more questions? 

[At this point, an unidentified speaker in the audience asked a question contrasting the value the profession places on technical 
skills to the view taken by some employers, and the apparent risk to individual actuaries who leave their technical skills behind 
in order to pursue advancement within the organizational hierarchy

Panelist Brierley: I think it depends what you want to do with your career. It depends on your own personal definition of 
success. To a lot of people that’s to be happy and enjoy what they do, and enjoy going to work every day, no matter how big 
the office is, or how big the paycheque is. You know, I think there are people who spend a whole career just doing technical 
work, and being very, very happy in doing it. And if you ask them to get involved with management or soft issues, they don’t 
like it. I think there’s others who feel that they’re supposed to advance out of technical work, so they force themselves. And 
they’re never as happy again as they were when they were doing technical work. There’s others who do want to be in senior 
management, and that’s what makes them happy and fulfils their lives. So, I think it’s very much an individual personal thing. 
But I think someone with technical knowledge, and business acumen, and management skills, and people skills, is going to be 
valued more than someone who just has technical skills.

Panelist Pelletier: I’d like to add that a real concern I have is that some people feel that if they’re not rising in a company that, 
somehow they’re not succeeding – or they’re not perceived as being successful. And, you know, there’s three or four absolutely 
vital career paths – there are many more than that – but they’re generalized into three or four. One would be to become an out-
standing technical individual, and recognized as such, and being very good at that. Frankly, that person to be really good at that 
has got good communication skills, and so on, as well. Another will be an absolutely top salesman, client relationship manager, 
call it what you wish in different organizations – a very vital role. A third can be top management or senior management, or 
whatever – no more important than the other guys. And the fourth could be like an entrepreneur, self-employed individual. And 
all those career paths are just as valuable, just as important, and it’s a mistake for one to think that they’re going to be perceived 
as not being successful if they don’t go up the senior management route. And so it’s important to – again it’s partly about know-
ing one’s self and knowing where one’s skills are and one’s weaknesses are – to work on the one that’s going to be the best fit for 
a person. Not being afraid to try new things, but not feeling one is a failure if one doesn’t go one route.

Moderator Lombardi: Any more questions?

Unidentified Speaker: I’d like to just build on some of the discussions that’s taken place, and raise a question as to whether 
the Institute is doing enough. I personally want to reinforce the concept that career development is a personal responsibility. I 
want to start from there because I think that’s very important. There’s been a lot of emphasis on improving the soft skills. Then 
we came back with a nice big hard push and said, “No, if you’re not qualified to do the job then you shouldn’t do it.” That’s 
professional rule number two. I think that people get very confused as how they develop themselves. I do think there’s one 
area that the Institute can help them is in sponsoring, potentially, a mentoring program. I’ve seen this in different areas where 
people can volunteer to be a mentor, and others to be a mentee. But what it does is it provides an avenue where you can look 
to a senior person to get some background. And from another perspective, if it was a particular professional conduct issue, 
that you can actually talk to the person and work it through. I just wondered whether that’s an extra piece that the profession 
is considering?

Panelist Pelletier: It’s an interesting idea. Some companies, as you say, do that kind of thing, and I know in one company there 
is a verb invented “to ment”, and people would go and ment together. As a professional it’s something that maybe the CIA should 
be looking at doing that. It’s a suggestion. Is anybody here from the Member Services Council? The MSC would appear to be 
the logical place to … oh, there you are, Daniel [Pellerin, Chair of the MSC]. There we go. So, it’s a suggestion you might take 
back to your group because I think there could be interest there, especially for some people who are maybe more isolated from 
others, and don’t have the opportunity in their large companies to do that.

Panelist Brierley: I think it’s an excellent idea too, but I always felt that through the committee work, the volunteer committee 
work at the CIA, that I was being mentored by the more experienced members of those committees. You know, I felt that, I was 
being taken under their wing at the time and being taught and trained, and shown how to manage consensus in meetings, and 
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things like that. So, I always felt that I was mentored by my fellow professionals in volunteer work. But a more formal process 
would probably work even better.

[A portion of the session recording in which an unidentified speaker in the audience asked a question was unavailable for 
transcription.] 

Panelist Pelletier: I’ll answer this one first. In fact, certainly with respect to being head of a company, absolutely not. Every step 
of my career was basically to avoid management. I mean I went from Manulife – which is a great company, but I wanted to do 
something different other than get into management – so I could get into consulting. I then changed countries several times, 
ended up running the operation in those countries. Came back to Canada as head of Tillinghast in Canada, and then came over 
to RGA, and then became president two years ago. But, basically, what I always preferred personally was dealing with clients, 
dealing with companies, dealing with external issues rather than internal issues. What is so great, I think Jim would agree with 
this, about reinsurance – and also consulting – is even if you work with massive organizations, the focus is still very much 
external. You know, those are the issues that are important, those are the issues that really get dealt with, and there just aren’t as 
many internal issues – you don’t have as many. And, so, no, I never saw myself in this particular role I guess until about three 
years ago when my boss said he was going to retire, and then it occurred to me, “Well, who else is going to do this?” In terms of 
President of CIA, no, never. I never thought about that either. In fact, when I was put on the Board, I told my boss at the time, 
don’t worry about this, two-three years on the Board and I’ll get off. And then I kind of got sucked into doing the rest. I guess 
come to think of it, I lied a bit. I only started to think of being president of the company during the time I was getting ready to 
be President of CIA, and at that time began to realize that some of the CIA experience was valuable enough, and I was learning 
enough and different enough from the focus I’d taken to things before, that it did I felt round me out somewhat better to make 
me better as president than I otherwise would have been. And probably some of my employees would agree with that as well.

Panelist Brierley: Well, my answer’s a little different, I always wanted to be the president of a company. I just wanted to be the 
boss, I don’t know why, I was driven. But President of CIA – no clue. I mean that was such an honour when I was asked just to 
be on the ballot. It was just a tremendous feeling that your peers would elect you – it was such an honour – but I never in my 
wildest dreams thought that would happen.

Moderator Lombardi: Other questions?

Unidentified Speaker: If you weren’t the president of a huge corporation, would that change your perspective here today?

Panelist Brierley: Probably, because I think maybe both Dave and I are answering all of these questions from our current 
perspective. And the things that we value in our employees, and we look for in our actuaries, that we need from our actuaries, 
what we would like to see the profession do for the industry. I don’t know how else we would answer them, but we’re obviously 
answering them coming from the positions we have. And, you know, who knows what we’d think if we were in completely 
different environments.

Panelist Pelletier: I guess it’s easy for me to answer that because I never would ever want to be president of a Manulife or a 
Desjardins, or an organization like that. I mean for me the client focus is so critical, it’s what reinsurance is all about, and what 
consulting is all about. The plethora of other kinds of issues, that I have very little interest in, just wouldn’t appeal to me. So, I 
would not have to ever be in a position to answer that question.

Moderator Lombardi: Any more? Okay, maybe we’ll do it a little differently, in the interest of time, maybe I’ll just ask, looking 
at the prepared comments that you were going to make, are there any topics or issues that you feel we haven’t dealt with, or 
that you’d like to re-emphasize, before we close the session? I’m on the last question here. So, Jim or David, why don’t we just 
flip a coin and mentally … and I pick Jim first.

Panelist Brierley: Your prep notes say Dave, but okay. Because I was going to agree with Dave first.

Panelist Pelletier: And I’ll agree with you.
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Panelist Brierley: No, I know what he was going to say, and I’ll leave that to you, but I do agree. I think I know what you’re 
going to say …

I guess maybe to summarize – what do actuaries bring to senior management? – well, what I would hope that they bring is in-
tegrity, long-term thinking, creativity, business acumen and professionalism. And maybe one final thought is that actuaries have 
much to bring to senior management. They’re capable of developing many soft skills that are needed to become excellent senior 
managers, and business leaders. We need the self-confidence to know that this is possible. Sometimes I think we get a little too 
hung up on our image, and we think that that image is bad or is of being not outgoing enough or being bad communicators. 
I don’t think that’s the case. I know many actuaries who are excellent communicators, that are excellent business people and 
excellent people people. I don’t think we necessarily need to change the image of the profession so much as we need to raise 
it. And that would be my challenge to the CIA. That we become far more active in public policy issues to raise that profile. We 
talked about this morning, the recent Supreme Court decision, the Chaoulli case is an excellent opportunity for this profession 
to speak out. The president of the Canadian Medical Association has already spoken out, and taken on the health minister on 
this issue. We have I think just as much, if not more, to bring to this debate – which is vital to the future of Canadian health 
care – than many of the other people involved in this debate. There’s a lot of scaremongering going on. Actuaries, by bringing 
facts instead of impressions to the table, could help move that debate forward, promote our image in the public, and help cre-
ate a stronger future for our profession.

Moderator Lombardi: Dave, last comments?

Panelist Pelletier: I don’t think I’ll have to say what I put in my e-mails because I think we’ve covered most of it during the 
session so far. I guess a couple of comments. First of all, I agree with the point Jim’s made on the importance of public policy, 
and the contribution we have to make. And health care is one in particular. Maybe you won’t recall, but in my farewell speech 
three years ago I focused hard on the health care issue, and what we have to offer there. We need to be doing that. We need to 
make the meaningful contribution we are capable of making. And I guess that ties to my last comment. One of the questions 
that Mike had that we haven’t covered was that of the image of the actuary, and that sort of thing. And, you know, some ques-
tion this image campaign going on in the States – is that worth it or not? Well, I think at the end of the day the image of the 
actuary is going to be determined by the actuaries – by the people themselves in the way they portray themselves, and the way 
they see themselves. And if anything, I think this image campaign is more important to be directed at the actuaries than it is 
to the outside world, because actuaries have too often seen themselves as being too narrow, too focused, too much a specialist 
in their one field, rather than understanding that their knowledge and their experience can be generalized to a broader series 
of problems. For example, the health care issue. And so I think in terms of image, and so on, it’s our image of ourselves, and 
of our profession, and what we can do, That is the most important thing we need to work on. And with that, that’ll solve the 
problem that is perceived of our image externally.

Moderator Lombardi: Are there any last questions before we adjourn? Last questions? Anybody have anything they really want 
to say before we end?

Panelist Brierley: Did we answer Grant’s question?

Moderator Lombardi: Did we answer your question, Grant?

Unidentified Speaker: In a round about way. Jim did earlier, he did right at the very end – with those 12 points, he did close 
on what I was hoping he’d answer.

Moderator Lombardi: Great. Okay. Well, we’re at the end of the session. I’d like everyone to give our panelists a big round of 
applause, this was quite an experiment. Thank you, very much. [Applause.]


